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On-Line Diversion Prediction for Dynamic
Control and Vehicle Guidance in
Freeway Corridors

YOncoS J. SrnnHeNEDES, E1r KwoN, AND PaNOs MTcHRToPoULOS

The effectiveness of route guidance and advanced control st¡at-
egies in a corridor is a function of the time-dependent interaction
bétween freeway and arterial flows in response to traffic condi-
tions and information available to drivers. Although demand
diversion is an essential element of optimal corridor management'
no on-line demand predictor has considered explicitly the effect
of control on the dèmand to be predicted. As a result, existing
control strategies are mostly empirical and can address only known
or anticipated peak-period loads. A new approach to modeling
on-line demand diversion in freeway corridors is directly appli-
cable to dynamic control and vehicle guidance. This new method
treats freéway demand as a utility-maximizing, decision-making
unit with ramp diversion behavior dependent primarily on the
travel delay caused by congestion, as modified by on-line infor-
mation and traffic control strategies. The method combines
behavioral modeling with an extended Kalman filter to identify
the diversion model parameters recursively using the most recent
prediction error in real time. Because diversion prediction does

not require upstream flow information, system instrumentation
requirementsãre substantially avoided. The method was used for
on-line prediction of demand and diversion at freeway entrance
ramps oÌ the I-35W corridor in the Minneapolis-St. Paul met-
ropõütan area. Test results from 5-min prediction on several

wéekdays indicate the entrance ramp diversion proportion is pre-
dicted with 90 to 95 percent accuracy.

The ever-increasing demand for individual mobility, coupled

with economic and environmental restrictions on increases in
physical road capacity, are making freeway congestion a top-
priority issue in most urban areas. In the United States, free-

way congestion already causes 1.2 billion vehicle-hr of delay'
wastes 1.3 billion gal of fuel, and increases user cost $9 billion
per year (1). \ryith no drastic solution in sight, the most cost-

effective alternative is to maximize the efficiency with which

the existing capacity of the entire freeway corridor (freeway

and arterials) is used. This result can be accomplished by

optimizing management and control of traffic flow in the cor-

ridor.
Optimal corridor control is based on the diversion of exces-

sive demand from a congested link of the corridor to a less-

congested alternative in space or time. For instance, peak

freeway demand could be diverted to corridor arterials or
drivers could be induced to depart earlier or later than usual.

Such diversion is possible through the use of advanced real-

time control strategies, including onJine coordination of ramp

meters with arterial signals and, more recently, advanced driver
information systems.

Although demand diversion is an essential element of opti-
mal corridor management, no dependable diversion models

exist that can describe the time-dependent behavior of flow
responding to control strategies and congestion patterns (2-
4). Existing corridor control methods adopt oversimplified
assumptions such as driver omniscience, user-optimized equi-

Iibrium flow, and uniform reaction of drivers to the control
(5,ó). Further, no existing on-line demand predictor has

explicitly considered the effect of control on the demand to
be predicted. As a result, existing control strategies are mostly

empirical, designed to address known or anticipated peak-

period loads.
For effective control, simulation, and traffic management

in freeway corridors, prediction of the time-dependent inter-
action between freeway and arterial flows in response to con-

trol and management actions is of critical importance. A new

approach to modeling the on-line demand diversion in free-

way corridors, which is based on results from recent research

and experimentation (7), treats freeway demand as a utility-
maximizing, decision-making unit. The ramp diversion behav-

ior of this unit depends primarily on the travel delay caused

by congestion as modified by on-line information and traffic
control strategies. This method combines behavioral modeling
with an extended Kalman filter (8) to identify recursively the

diversion model parameters. By updating the prediction error
at every time slice, the filter makes this method appropriate

for application in real time. Unlike some earlier approaches

(9), diversion prediction does not require upstream flow infor-
mation and thus substantially limits instrumentation require-

ments.
This method was used with encouraging results to predict

online demand diversion at freeway entrance ramps (equiv-

alent to Location A of the typical ramp shown in Figure 1)

of the I-35W corridor in the Minneapolis-St' Paul metro-
politan area. This approach is currently being extended to
predict diversion at corridor intersections.

BACKGROUND

Most freeway corridor control strategies aim to improve free-

way flow by diverting drivers away from congested freeways

to other routes within the corridor. The critical question is

whether the benefit from reducing the mainline congestion

offsets the problem created in the rest of the network. For

example, entrance ramp metering, the most widely used type

of control, seeks to reduce and divert freeway-entering demand
Department of Civil and Mineral Engineering, University of Min-
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FIGURE I Freeway entrance ramp area.

by transferring the delay from the freeway to the entrance
ramp. However, inappropriately low metering rates may cause
severe congestion at the adjacent intersection by creating
extensive spillback, thereby increasing the total delay in the
corridor. Further, overestimation of freeway ramp demand
could cause unnecessarily high metering rates, actually
encouraging freeway use rather than inducing diversion.

Although optimal corridor control is intended to solve these
problems, no control strategy yet developed is comprehensive
enough to reflect drivers' responses to the control. The most
advanced freeway corridor control methods are based on
determining the control that results in the most desirable traffic
assignment in a network. These methods assign traffic by
determining the equilibrium flow pattern that will satisfy War-
drop's principle within a given time slice (10), or they apply
a self-assignment procedure that assumes omniscient drivers
can find the quickest route at each decision point of their trips
(11,12). However, the case has been made that Wardrop's
principle is not applicable to the dynamically changing traffic
environment, mainly because drivers are not sufficiently well
informed or skilled to choose the best route (5).

Most on-iine demand predictors adopt a siatrstrcal trend-
tracking approach. Prediction is based on the past trend of
volume measurements and does not consider the effect of
traffic control on driver decisions. For example, the original
demand predictors in the second and third urban traffic con-
trol system generations (13) predict the turning volumes at
intersections without considering the effects of signal timing
on the turning movement. The prediction is based only on
historical information and the recent prediction error. Although
time series models have been developed for certain applica-
tions, such as short-term.traffic demand forecasting (14,15)
and freeway occupancy estimation (16,17), these models do
not explain the interrelationship between the control and the
resulting flow patterns. More important, the vast majority of
models use constant parameters computed off-line, which sig-
nificantly restricts the models' adaptability to the ever-
changing traffic environment. Although Okutani and Ste-
phanedes (9) tried to update model parameters on the basis
of the most recent traffic demand prediction error by applying
Kalman filtering, this approach, like most others, does not
explicitly treat the effects of control policies on the predicted
volume.
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In response to the need for a reliable prediction algorithm
that can identify the behavioral characteristics of flows in real
time and can be used for dynamic control and vehicle guid-
ance, an approach was developed for online adaptive pre-
diction of traffic demand and diversion in freeway corridors.
This formulation uses recursive parameter identification based
on the extended Kalman filter algorithm to predict diversion.
The proposed method is applied to modeling and prediction
of the on-line diversion of freeway demand at entrance ramps,
using the I-35W freeway corridor as an example. A demand
model for predicting the flow approaching the freeway ramp
is also formulated and tested with data collected from the
study corridor. These models are validated with an additional
set of real corridor data.

MODEL FORMULATION

Two major hypotheses were made to model the diversion of
freeway demand at entrance ramps. The first hypothesis draws
on the conclusions of recent experimental work that was based
on disaggregate analysis of the diversion behavior of 1,100
drivers (7). These conclusions indicate that perceived trip
time, including waiting time on the ramp, is the dominant
factor determining diversion at entrance ramps. Socioeco-
nomic factors, such as income, do not appear to be relevant.
The findings suggest a utility-based model structure treating
traffic demand as a homogeneous flow with diversion behavior
depending primarily on the perceived delay caused by conges-
tion. The first hypothesis underlying the new model, then, is
that freeway demand can be treated as a decision-making
entity that responds to ramp control and the resulting on-
ramp traffic condition according to the principle of utility
maximization. For an individual commuter, the utility of
diversion is a function of the delay caused by the traffic con-
dition at the ramp; drivers trade off the ramp traffic condition
for the expected delay.

The second hypothesis reflects findings from extensive sur-
veys in the Minneapolis-St. Paul metropolitan area indicating
that, for every 10- to L5-min peak interval, an overwhelming
portion of traffic consists of the same commuters foltowing
the same route every weekday. On the basis of this obser-
vation, the second hypothesis is that for a short (5-min) time
interval, the ramp condition does not affect the total freeway
demand approaching the ramp.

These hypotheses suggested two models. The survey find-
ings indicate that drivers perceive three variables as the major
causes influencing waiting time on the ramp: the freeway-
entering rate, the number of cars on the ramp, and the ramp-
entering rate. The first model predicts the ramp-entering pro-
portion (P); that is, the ratio of the cars entering the ramp
to the cars arriving at the ramp entrance at every time interval
(k). This model states that the ramp-entering proportion is a
function of the current freeway-entering rate (C) and the
number of cars (X + R) on the ramp in the previous time
interval. This formulation is as follows:

Pk: ll{1. * exp[O,o + e2kck + e3k(Xk_1 + Ro_,)]]

where Xo is the number of cars on the ramp in the beginning
of the lrh dme interval, and Ro is the ramp-entering rate. On
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the basis of earlier findings (Z), this is a logit-type formulation,
where the O,o are parameters to be updated in real time and

k usually represents a 5-min interval.
The second model uses historical information to predict the

number of cars arriving at the ramp entrance (Q¿) at every
time interval /c:

Qu : Oo"E(Qk) + esÈE(Qo-,) * OuoQo-,

where E(Qo) is the past average rate during the kth time
interval.

Data on all model variables, such as the number of cars

approaching, entering, and leaving the ramp, can be measured

by a traffic engineer using modern equipment. Thus the pro-
posed models could become operational. For instance, one

video-based detector, appropriately located over a ramp, could
measure P, C, X, R, and Q in real time, even when spillback
on the entrance ramp causes the traffic queue to extend beyond
the ramp storage area. This measurability is an advantage
over recent specifications (/) based only on variables reported
by drivers, such as perceived trip time.

However, the two new models cannot be applied in real-
time control in this form, because they contain an error. This
error is not bounded and, if Ieft unchecked, could make the
diversion prediction meaningless. To address this issue, an

online predictor is developed by incorporating the extended
Kalman filter algorithm into the models, thus allowing the
model parameters to be adjusted dynamically. As part of the
prediction formulation, the values of model parameters O,o

are assumed to represent the behavioral state of the demand
at the ,hh time interval following the nonstationary random
walk process. The random walk process provides more flex-

t3

ibility than ARIMA+ype models and has been successfuliy
applied to model physical systems that are subject to rapid
variations (18). The model parameters are continuously updated
by the extended Kalman filter using the prediction models as

the observation equations. The resulting filter formulation
and the detailed procedure for the real-time prediction of the
demand diversion at entrance ramps are summarized as fol-
lows (see also Figure 2).

o Filter Formulation

F-I: O,,¿*r = O,,o + w,o

¡Po:1,1$ + exp[O,o + e2kck+ O3k(xÈ-r + Ru-')]]
F-II: i * Y,,

Lqo: oo*E(eo) + oroE(eo-,) * ou*eu- rJ yzr,

where wo, vÈ are state and observation noise vectors, respec-

tively, assumed to be for white noise.

o On-Line Prediction Using the Discrete-Time Extended
Kalman Filter

1. Initialize (k : 0): Ou : Oo, where any prior knowledge
can be used to initialize O.

2.Letk: k + l.
3. Predict the ramp-entering proportion (Po) and the num-

ber of cars (Q*) arriving at the ramp entrance, using the filter
formulation and the model parameters O¿.

4. Measure the actual Po and Qo, and obtain the prediction
error (e¿), the difference between actual and predicted values.

5. Update O on the basis of the most recent prediction error
eo: Oo*, = Ok + K¿ * €¿, where K, the Kalman gain, is

Update Model Paræeters

Ranp Enterlng Proportion (P)
Prediction for Tine k+l

(Diwersion Model)

Ræp Approachíng Rate (Q)
Prediction for Tine k+l

(Denand Model)

PredfcEed Denand-Dlversion for Tfne k+1

Measured Denand-Diverslon at Tine k+l

FIGURE 2 Framework of proposed onJine prediction.
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computed online from the covariance of the observation noise
(v), the covariance of the model parameters (O), and the
sensitivity of the prediction to the model parameters (19).

6. Go to Step 2.

In particular, these steps are implemented in the computer
using the following index incrementing notation:

L. Initialize (k : 0): Øt,": 06 and Gttt : Go, where G
is the covariance matrix of O.

2. Predict Po*, and Q¿*, using updated Oo*,,o, where
At *r,u : Oo,o.

3. Measure actual Po*r, Qo*, and obtain error ek+1.

4. Update Oo*,,0 on the basis of the eo*r:

Ao*r,o*r: Qt*t,, + Kk*lek+1

Go*r,o*r: (I - K¿*15È*1)Gk*1/¿,

where

Kr*r : Go*uo(So*r)'{Sk*1Gk*l/k(Sk*r)' -l Ro*r}-t,
prime denoting transposed matrix

Gr*ttt, : Go,o -t go

S¿, r : ôhk*r(O¿*r)l
ôoo*, loo": ou*,,0

cË : E{(ek - Oo,ò(Ao - Aoà'}
qo : E{wo(ry)'} : qoôu¡, covariance of state noise vec-

tor
Ru : E{vlv)'} : Roôo;, covariance of observation noise

vector
õu, : 1 if k : j,0 otherwise, the delta function

h(e) : {Po, Qoi, the filter equations
I : identity matrix
S : sensitivity matrix.

5. Let k : k + land go to Step 2.

Implicit in specification F-I is the assumption that the model
parameters follow a normal distribution. A more general spec-
ification would assume O¡,r*r : Ge¡,k + w,o,where G repre-
sents the fixed characteristics of the process; ongoing research
seeks to identify G. For the data in this analysis, the three
parameters Ooo, Aro, and 06o in F-II are almost identical. In
this survey, this finding was not surprising, for two reasons.
First, the variation of drivers' departure times was less than
10 min. In addition, for every 10- to 15-min interval during
the rush hour, the overwhelming portion of traffic consisted
of the same commuters. Therefore, Qo is the weighted average
of the past and current volume measurements, and F-II is
simplified by assuming the three parameters are identical,
representing the aggregated effect of departure time varia-
tions.

The major feature of the proposed framework is that it can
be used for real-time traffic management and control. It com-
bines the behavioral modeling approach with a filtering tech-
nique so that the causal relationship between the control and
diversion flow can be captured and updated through time.
Use of the most recent prediction error improves the predic-
tion at every time interval.
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DATA

The data for this study were collected in the I-35W freeway
corridor in Minneapolis, Minnesota, a heavily traveled and
often congested corridor. (Figure 3 shows the corridor cross-
ing the Twin Cities in a north-south direction.) First, an exten-
sive questionnaire survey was conducted of 1,100 drivers
approaching the entrance ramps in the sample corridor during
the morning rush hour for 1 month. The information collected
from each driver includes trip origin and destination, detailed
description and evaluation of alternate routes, maximum ramp
waiting time the driver could tolerate before diverting to an
arterial, and socioeconomic and other data related to the
commuting trip.

Traffic movements at the 35th Street ramp, a typical entrance
ramp in the corridor (see Figure L for ramp configuration),
were measured during the morning rush hour for a l.-month
period in October 1988. Five-minute data from these measure-
ments are shown in Figure 4 for a typical weekday in October
1988. They include

. Ramp-approaching rate (Qo), that is, the number of cars
arriving at the entrance of the freeway ramp during a 5-min
interval.

. Ramp-entering rate (Ro), that is, the number of cars
entering the ramp in 5 min.

o Diverting rate (Do), that is, the number of cars diverting
from the ramp entrance to the adjacent arterial in 5 min.

o Freeway-entering rate (Co), that is, the number of cars
entering the freeway from the ramp in 5 min. This rate is
assumed not to exceed the ramp-metering rate.

o The number of cars on the ramp at the beginning of the
Ith time interval (Xo).

35th st.

iamond Lake St.

Freevray

I'laJor Arteriaì

O 2 4 al.let

FIGURE 3 I-35W freeway corridor, Minneapolis.
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The survey data were used to analyze the behavioral char-
acteristics of drivers diverting at entrance ramps. Survey details
and resulting static disaggregate models of the ramp diversion
have been reported by Stephanedes et al. (7). Cross-
correlation analysis of the measured ramp flow data indicates
that the current freeway-entering rate (Co) and the total cars
on the ramp during the previous time interval (Xu-, +
Ro-r) have highly significant nonzero correlations with the
current ramp-entering proportion (Po). Although cross-
correlation analysis alone cannot provide a functional rela-
tionship between the relevant variables, these correlations
suggest that freeway demand flow can be treated as an entity
sensitive to the control and the on-ramp traffic condition.

MODEL TEST AND VALIDATION

The proposed model and online prediction procedure were
first tested with real data collected from the 35th Street ramp
in the sample corridor. To avoid the large initialization error,
the initial values of the model parameters (Os) were deter-
mined by fitting the proposed model with the past observa-
tions. This procedure produced initial parameter values of O,
: -5.0, Oz : 0.05, O¡ : 0.05, and Oo: 0.33.

These ïalues were used to test the proposed models and
prediction method with the real data collected in October
1988. The resulting predictions for a typical weekday, along
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+ Pr*100, Ranp entertng proportlon * 100 (t),

O X' Number of carr¡ on ranp ln the bcglnnlng of kùh ct¡c tntcnral,

A C", Freewey enterlng rate (vehlcles/S nin. ).
FIGURE 4 Trafïic data at 35th Street ramp, Oct. 5, 1988.

with the observed values, are shown in Figure 5. The average
error rate for the diversion prediction (the ramp-entering pro-
portion) ranges from 5.4 to 8.8 percent. The average predic-
tion error of demand approaching the râmp has higher values,
ranging from 6.1 to 13.4 percent. The high end of the latter
error may reflect the fact that no upstream information is

considered to predict the approaching demand. This error
could be reduced by considering the volumes in the upstream
links related with the ramp under analysis, along the lines
developed by Okutani and Stephanedes (9).

Although improvement is still needed, the test results indi-
cate the effectiveness of the proposed prediction method. As
Figure 5 indicates, the ramp-entering proportion prediction
has acceptable accuracy, and more important, the initializa-
tion error does not propagate in time, demonstrating the
adaptive nature of the proposed method.

In order to validate the proposed models, they were applied
to the Diamond Lake Street ramp in the sample corridor (see

Figure L showing the ramp configuration). The measured traffic
movements for a typical weekday are shown in Figure 6. Using
the same initial values for the model parameters as those for
the 35th Street ramp, the ramp-entering proportion and the
total approaching demand were predicted following the same
process. The resulting prediction for a typical weekday in
March 1989-5 months after the first test-is shown in Figure
7. The average error rate of the ramp-entering proportion
prediction ranges from 5.0 to 5.6 percent, whereas the ramp-
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approaching demand prediction has an average error ranging
from 8.5 to 18.7 percent, indicating a prediction accuracy
similar to that of the first test case.

CONCLUSION

The effectiveness of route guidance and advanced control
strategies in a corridor is a function of the time-dependent
interaction (diversion) between the freeway and arterial flows
in response to the information available to the drivers and
actual traffic conditions such as incidents and control. Although
demand diversion is an essential element of optimal corridor
management, no on-line demand predictor now in use explic-
itly considers the effect of control on the demand to be pre-
dicted. As a result, existing control strategies are mostly
empirical and can address only known or anticipated peak-
period loads. A new approach to modeling onJine demand
diversion in freeway corridors is directly applicable to dynamic
management and control.

The new method treats freeway demand as a utility-
maximizing, decision-making unit. The ramp diversion behav-
ior of this unit depends primarily on the travel delay caused

by congestion and modified by onJine traffic control strate-
gies. Two models are formulated. The first model predicts
the ramp-entering proportion, and the second, the number
of cars arriving at the ramp entrance. In particular, the models
state that the ramp-entering proportion is a function of the
current freeway-entering rate and the number of cars on the
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o Q., Ranp approachlng rate (vehlclesr/S nln. ),

+ PL*100, RsEp enterlng proportion * 100 (t),

o Xa, Nunber of cers on ranp ln the begl,nnlng of kbh tlne lncerrral ,

A C' Freeway entering rate (vehlcLes/S ntn. ).
FIGURE 6 Traflic data at Diamond Lake Street ramp, March 22, t989,

ramp in the previous time interval. Prediction of the number
of cars arriving at the ramp is done using historical infor-
mation. AII data can be collected from on-line measurements,
although the use of modern video-based detecting equipment
would make data collection easier.

The method combines the behavioral modeling approach
with an extended Kalman filter. By relinearizing the system

dynamics about each new state estimate, the Kalman filter
does not allow large initial estimation errors to propagate
through time. Further, the Kalman filter recursively identifies
the model parameters using the most recent prediction error
in real time. Because the prediction improves at every time
interval, these models can be used for prediction in conjunc-
tion with on-line control and vehicle guidance.

Diversion prediction does not require upstream flow infor-
mation, thus substantially limiting system instrumentation
requirements. Although the accuracy of the prediction of the
ramp-approaching rate could be improved if upstream flow
information from intersections adjacent to the freeway ramp
were available, any benefit from such an improvement should
be weighed against the additional instrumentation cost required.
Similarly, the ramp-entering proportion model could be
improved by explicitly incorporating the óharacteristics of the
alternate arterials in the specification. This information is

included in the parameters estimated, but explicit modeling
would ease the task of the on-line predictor and would decrease

the prediction error.
The model formulation is based on the findings from a

survey of 1,100 commuters in the I-35W corridor in the

1'7
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Minneapolis-St. Paul Metropolitan Area. The method was

used to predict the on-line demand diversion at freeway entrance

ramps of the test corridor. Test results from 5-min prediction
on several weekdays indicate the entrance ramp diversion
proportion is predicted with reasonable accuracy.

Although commuting trips in a corridor of a specific met-
ropolitan area were measured, the behavioral principles
underlying the models also should be applicable to similar
trips in other urban areas. Further, judging from the test

results, the filtering algorithm should be effective in reducing
real-time prediction error. The prediction methodology was

applied at freeway entrance ramps, but it could be extended
to prediction at freeway exit ramps. Work on extending the
prediction framework to intersection turning movements, while
relaxing the assumptions made in the filter formation, is in
progress.
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